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Searching for unconventional Cooper pairing states has been at the heart of superconductivity
research since the discovery of BCS superconductors. In particular, spin-triplet odd-parity pairing
states were recently revisited due to the possibility of tuning towards topological superconductors.
In this context, it is interesting to note a recent proposal that such a spin-triplet pairing insta-
bility occurs when the band filling is near van Hove singularities (vHS) associated with momenta
away from time-reversal invariant momenta named type-II vHS. However, this result was obtained
within a weak coupling renormalization group with Fermi surface patch approximation. To explore
superconducting instabilities beyond this weak coupling Fermi surface patch approximation, we per-
form systematic study on Hubbard model in a two-dimensional square lattice using three different
methods: random phase approximation, large-scale dynamical mean field theory simulations with
continuous time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) impurity solver, and large-scale dynamical clus-
ter simulations with CTQMC cluster solver. We find, in a wide doping range centered around the
type-II van Hove filling, a two-fold degenerate, spin-triplet, odd-parity p-wave pairing state emerges
due to repulsive interaction, when the Fermi surface is not sufficiently nested. Possible relevance of
our findings to the recently discovered superconductors LaO1−xFxBiS2, Ir1−xPtxTe2 and proposed
doped BC3 are also discussed.
PACS numbers: 74.40.Kb, 71.10.Fd, 74.72.-h, 71.10.Hf
I. INTRODUCTION
Identifying superconducting pairing symmetries is at
the first step to understand microscopic origins of super-
conductivity. While electron-phonon interaction likely
leads to a conventional BCS superconductor with s-wave
spin-singlet pairing symmetry, electronic interactions are
well accepted to be responsible for unconventional pairing
states including d-wave spin-singlet found for example in
high Tc curpates1–3. Among the unconventional pairing
states, a spin-triplet odd-parity state in electronic sys-
tems, an analog of the A-phase in 3He4, is intriguing. In
particular, a chiral spin-triplet with p+ip (short form for
px ± ipy throughout this paper) odd-parity pairing sug-
gested5–12 for superconductivity observed in Sr2RuO413
has been recently revisited14,15, because it can be tuned
to a topological superconductor16–22, although the ex-
perimental and theoretical understanding of the super-
conducting states in Sr2RuO4 itself is still under intense
debete23–25, and further work to determine the sym-
metry of the order parameter is highly desired. This
chiral superconductor also carries Majorana zero mode
in vortex cores26 which follow non-Abelian statistics27,
and could be utilized for topological quantum computa-
tion28,29. Thus, searching for materials featuring an in-
trinsic topological superconductor as a new state of mat-
ter has been of great interest and considerable efforts
have been devoted along this direction30–36.
In this context, a recent proposal by Yao and Yang35 is
worthwhile to note. It was suggested that an odd-parity
p + ip superconductor may appear in two dimensional
(2D) electron system when the band filling is close to
a particular type of vHS dubbed type-II vHS. Here the
type-II vHS means the van Hove (vH) saddle points are
located at momenta away from the time-reversal invari-
ant momenta(TRIM), i.e., K 6= −K modulo reciprocal
lattice vectors. Otherwise, the vHS belongs to type-I.
For systems at vHS and in the limit of weak repulsive
interactions, singlet and triplet pairings generically com-
pete on equal footing as both of their superconducting
susceptibilities have square of logarithmical divergence.
But there exist qualitative distinctions between type-I
and type-II vHS35. At type-II vH saddle points, singlet
and triplet pairings are both allowed, in contrast with
strong suppression of triplet pairing around type-I vHS
by the Pauli exclusion principle, as the associated mo-
menta are TRIM37–43. RG analysis35 showed in the limit
of weak repulsive interactions, triplet pairing is most fa-
vored when the Fermi surface is not sufficiently nested.
For type-II vHS system that respects tetragonal sym-
metry35 (i.e. square lattice) or hexagonal symmetry36
(i.e. honeycomb lattice), topological superconductivity
(either chiral p+ ip pairing or time-reversal invariant Z2)
could occur.
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2However, the RG analysis of superconductivity insta-
bility is only perturbative and reliable in the limit of weak
interaction strength. Furthermore, because the Fermi
surface (FS) was approximated as several patches around
vHS momenta, the FS curvature effects were ignored.
Whether spin-triplet p+ip pairing will survive at interme-
diate or strong electronic interactions beyond FS patch
approximation is an open and urgent question to answer.
In this paper, we directly address this question in 2D
type-II vHS system with advanced numerical methods,
such that the correlation effects can be captured more
accurately. Specifically, we employ three different meth-
ods which treat electronic correlations at different level.
Since the ferromagnetic fluctuation is essential for the
spin-triplet pairing in 3He A-phase44, one could speculate
that systems with strong ferromagnetic instability could
be a good candidate for spin-triplet superconductivity,
where these two instabilities compete. Thus we study the
competition among spin-singlet and spin-triplet pairing
states in addition to ferromagnetic state (antiferromag-
netic instability is also checked and found to be small).
Results from these three methods converge to a coherent
picture that the spin-triplet with p+ ip pairing supercon-
ductor is indeed stabilized by repulsive interaction in 2D
system with type-II vHS, due to the enhanced ferromag-
netic fluctuations, from weak to strong couplings.
The methods we employed are random phase ap-
proximation (RPA)45–51, large-scale dynamical mean
field theory (DMFT) incorporated with parquet simu-
lations52,53, and large-scale dynamical cluster approxi-
mation (DCA) simulations54–56. In order to go beyond
the local nature of DMFT in studying the pairing sym-
metries, we employed the recently developed DMFT and
parquet (DMFT+Parquet) formalism52,53, in which we
make use of the local vertex and correlation functions
measured in DMFT/CTQMC simulations, and intro-
duces the momentum-dependence into these two-particle
quantities via two-particle self-consistent equations, i.e.,
Bethe-Salpeter and parquet equations57.
In the large-scale DCA simulations, a 16-site
momentum-space cluster54–56 is used. The cluster is
solved exactly via CTQMC58 and coupled to the mean-
field bath self-consistently via iterations59,60. We have
designed the tight-binding parameters such that the vH
momenta are among the cluster momentum points. By
measuring the two-particle vertex and correlation func-
tions directly on the cluster, we capture the interaction
effects close to vHS.
In this paper, the DMFT+Parquet formalism is for the
first time being applied to one-band model. Furthermore,
the consistent results obtained from DMFT+Parquet
and DCA simulations provide the first benchmark to
DMFT+Parquet to confirm its credibility for future us-
age in addressing the interacting instabilities in other
strongly correlated electron systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. II outlines
the model and previous results based on the RG anal-
ysis. Sect. III explains the three methods employed
here and discusses their corresponding results. In the
DMFT+Parquet part, we explain how the momentum
dependence is introduced into two-particle vertex and
correlation functions. In the DCA part, we demonstrate
that 16-site cluster is capable of capturing the vH mo-
menta. We end with discussion about relevances of the
present study to experiments and suggestion for future
direction in Sect. IV.
II. MODEL AND RG ANALYSIS
We consider the Hubbard model on 2D square lattice,
H = −
∑
i,j,σ
ti,jc
†
i,σcj,σ−
∑
i,σ
µc†i,σci,σ+
∑
i
Uni,↑ni,↓, (1)
where c†i,σ (ci,σ) are electron creation (annihilation) op-
erators with spin σ =↑, ↓ at site i. ti,j = t1, t2, t3 are
the hoppings between first, second, and third neighboring
sites, respectively. U is the onsite repulsive interaction.
For the non-interacting system, when |t1+2t2| > 4t3 and
µ = 4(t2 − t3), the FS possesses type-I vH saddle points
at the boundary of Brillouin zone (BZ), K = (0, pi) and
(pi, 0), these momenta are TRIM. Here, we focus on the
type-II vHS35,36, in whichK 6= −K is satisfied. In the 2D
Hubbard model we considered, the type-II vHS can be re-
alized for |t1+2t2| < 4t3 and µ = (t1+2t2)2/(4t3)−2t135.
For the parameter set t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.1t1, chemical
potential µ = −2t1 and the four type-II vH saddle points
are located at K = (±pi/2, 0) and (0,±pi/2), as shown by
the blue circles in the Fig. 1 (a).
For a generic FS without perfect nesting and in the
limit of weak interactions, Cooper pairing is always the
leading instability of the FS since pairing susceptibility
of non-interacting fermions is more logarithmically diver-
gent than any other particle-hole channel in low energy or
low temperature61. To determine which pairing channel
is most favored by weak repulsive interactions, pertur-
bative RG analysis was often employed32,33,37–40, for a
review, see Ref. 62. For 2D systems at vHS, the DOS
is logarithmically divergent, which is mainly due to the
electrons around vH saddle points. In the limit of weak
interactions, fermions around the FS dominate the low
energy physics. Consequently, it is reasonable to neglect
electrons far away from vH saddle points and only focus
on electrons in patches around vH momenta37–41. Within
the patch approximation, there are six independent in-
teractions labeled by gi, i = 1, · · · , 6. RG flow of these
interactions was analyzed in Ref.35 and it was found that
triplet p-wave pairing is more favored than pairings in
all singlet channels when the FS is not close to perfect
nesting. Heuristically, the favoring of triplet pairing in
the limit of weak interactions is due to the dominance
of ferromagnetic fluctuations of non-interacting fermions
when the FS is not close to perfect nesting. Because the
system in question respects the tetragonal symmetry, two
p-wave pairings are degenerate and consequently topolog-
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) Energy dispersion of the non-
interacting system, with parameters t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.1t2,
µ = −2t1. Fermi surface is highlighted by the black contour
line and its projection to BZ at the bottom. Blue circles rep-
resent the position of vH momenta at K = (±pi/2, 0) and
(0,±pi/2). (b) Density of the states, DOS(ω), the VHS is
located at the Fermi level and the corresponding band fill-
ing nV = 0.376, as indicated by red dashed line. (c) The
BZ patches of Nc = 16 cluster for DCA simulations. The self-
energy in each patch is approximated by the self-energy at the
cluster momentum point (solid pink dot). The vH momenta
(blue circles) are captured by Nc = 16 cluster.
ical p+ip pairing is expected based on general arguments
in analyzing the Ginzburg-Landau free energy63,64.
Given the RG analysis is only valid at weak coupling
limit, we employ more advanced techniques in a system-
atic manner, with the level of exactness progressively in-
creasing, to study correlation effects on the superconduc-
tivity instabilities from weak to strong interactions. Be-
low we present the three different numerical techniques
and their corresponding results.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS AND RESULTS
A. Random Phase Approximation
We first perform a RPA based study45–51. In this ap-
proach, the particle-hole charge or magnetic susceptibil-
ities are calculated in the RPA level first, with the ver-
tex functions replaced by the bare interaction U . Then,
through exchanging the charge or magnetic fluctuations
(whose propagators are represented by corresponding
susceptibilities), the electrons near the FS acquire effec-
tive attractions. Finally, by solving the linearized gap
equation near Tc, one obtains the leading pairing sym-
metries and their corresponding Tc.
The bare susceptibility in the particle-hole channel
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FIG. 2. (color online) Distribution of the bare susceptibilities
|χph0 (q) | in the BZ for the filling of (a) nV = 0.376 and (b)
n = 0.5. The χph0 (q) is peaked close to Γ = q = (0, 0).
χph0 (q, τ) (for U = 0) of the model is given by,
χph0 (q, τ) ≡
−1
N
∑
k1,k2
〈
Tτ c
†(k1, τ)c(k1 + q, τ)
c†(k2 + q, 0)c(k2, 0)
〉
0
. (2)
Its zero-frequency component is evaluated as,
χph0 (q, iω = 0) ≡ χph0 (q)
=
1
N
∑
k
nF (εk)− nF (εk+q)
εk − εk+q . (3)
The distribution of |χph0 (q) | = −χph0 (q) in the BZ for the
band filling close to the vH filling denoted by nV is shown
in Fig. 2 (a) and for the filling n = 0.5 in Fig. 2 (b) for
comparison. Using the above tight binding parameters,
nV = 0.376. Fig. 2 (a) shows that at the vH filling, the
susceptibility peaks at the Γ-point, which suggests domi-
nant ferromagnetic spin or charge fluctuations in the sys-
tem. When the filling gradually increases, the momenta
with maximum susceptibility deviate from the Γ-point
slowly. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the bare susceptibility
for the filling n = 0.5 peaks at small momenta around
the Γ-point, again suggesting dominant ferromagnetic-
like fluctuations.
When the Hubbard interaction is switched on, the
particle-hole charge and magnetic susceptibilities are
given (in the RPA level) by,
χ
c/m
ph (q) =
[
1∓ Uχph0 (q)
]−1
χph0 (q) , (4)
where the “−"(“+") represents for charge (magnetic)
channels. It’s clear that the repulsive Hubbard-
interaction suppresses χ(c) while it enhances χ(m). Thus
the magnetic fluctuations dominate in the system.
Through exchanging ferromagnetic fluctuations be-
tween each other, the electrons near the FS acquire an
effective attraction, which leads to cooper pairing in the
system. Such processes are illustrated by the Feynman
diagrams shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), from which one
obtains the following effective interaction
Veff =
1
N
∑
kk′
V (k,k′)c†(k)c†(−k)c(−k′)c(k′). (5)
4Uk
k’
k1
k3
k2
k4
Uk
k’ Uk k’
k1
k3
k2
k4
Uk k’
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FIG. 3. RPA diagrams of the two second order processes
which contribute the effective interaction Eq. 5, wherein a
cooper pair with momenta (k,−k) are scattered to the mo-
menta (k′,−k′) by the magnetic fluctuation represented by
the renormalized magnetic susceptibility (shaded ellipses).
Here the effective vertex V (k,k′) takes the form of
V spp(k,k
′) = U +
U2
4
[
χcph (k− k′)− 3χmph (k− k′)
]
+
U2
4
[
χcph (k+ k
′)− 3χmph (k+ k′)
]
, (6)
for particle-particle singlet pairing, while in the particle-
particle triplet channel, it is given by
V tpp(k,k
′) =
U2
4
[
χcph (k− k′) + χmph (k− k′)
]
−U
2
4
[
χcph (k+ k
′) + χmph (k+ k
′)
]
. (7)
Solving the following linearized gap equation
− 1
(2pi)2
∮
FS
dk′‖
V (k,k′)
vF (k′)
∆(k′) = λ∆(k), (8)
one can obtain the leading pairing symmetry in the sys-
tem. Here vF (k′) is the Fermi velocity and k′‖ repre-
sents the component along the FS. The leading pairing
symmetry of the system is thus determined by the lead-
ing eigenvalue (LEV) λ of Eq. 8. The superconducting
critical temperature Tc is determined via Tc ≈ t1e−1/λ,
where λ is the leading eigenvalue, and the corresponding
normalized eigenvector ∆(k) represents the relative gap
function on the FS.
The doping-dependence of the leading eigenvalue λ for
all the four possible pairing symmetries in the square
lattice, i.e. the s-wave, the dxy, the dx2−y2 , and the
degenerate p-wave (i.e. px and py), is shown in Fig. 4.
Here, we have adopted a relatively weak interaction pa-
rameter U = 0.5t1 and a low but finite temperature
T = 10−4t1 to avoid the divergence of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility near the vHS. From Fig. 4, in the whole doping
regime n ∈ (0.25, 0.55) near the vH filling nV = 0.376,
the leading pairing symmetry of the system is always the
degenerate p-wave, which possesses the highest Tc near
nV . As for the sub-leading pairing symmetry, it will shift
from the s-wave below the vH filling nV to the dx2−y2-
wave above nV . One of the leading pairing gap function,
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FIG. 4. (color online) The doping dependence of the LEV λ
of Eq. 8 for the four possible pairing symmetries in the square
lattice, i.e. the s-wave, the dxy, the dx2−y2 and the degenerate
p-wave (i.e. px and py). Here, a weak interaction parameter
U = 0.5t1 and a low finite temperature kBT = 10−4t1 are
adopted to avoid the divergence of the magnetic susceptibility
near the vHS. The pink dashed lines point out the fillings at
which the leading eigenvectors are presented in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. (color online) The leading pairing gap function ∆(k)
of px symmetry for the vH filling nV = 0.376 ((a)) and filling
n = 0.5 ((b)). The other one of py symmetry can be obtained
from the present one by a 90o rotation.
which is of px symmetry, is shown in Fig. 5 (a) for filling
nV = 0.376 and in Fig. 5 (b) for filling n = 0.5. The other
one of py symmetry can be obtained from the shown one
by a 90◦ rotation. The two p-wave pairing states have
the same Tc. When the temperature is lowered below
Tc, energy minimization for the effective Hamiltonian in-
cluding Eq. 5 as the interaction part leads to a p + ip
pairing.
Note that the RPA approach fails at the VH doping
level because the divergent DOS, and hence the divergent
spin susceptibility there urges the formation of long-range
FM magnetic order even for vanishingly weak U, which
closes the door to the formation of SC. Therefore, the
RPA only applies to doping levels away from the VHS.
5B. DMFT+Parquet
By construction, RPA works better for weak inter-
actions. For intermediate and strong interactions, bet-
ter treatments of correlations are desired since the two-
particle irreducible vertex functions in particle-particle
(pp) Γs/tpp and particle-hole (ph) Γ
c/m
ph channels (s/t refers
to singlet and triplet and c/m refers to charge and mag-
netic channels) acquire non-trivial momentum and fre-
quency dependence, whereas in RPA they are approxi-
mated by bare Hubbard U . In this section, we employ
the recently developed DMFT+Parquet formalism52,53
to explore the superconductivity instabilities of the sys-
tem with stronger interactions. In this approach, the
frequency dependence of the the vertex and correlation
functions χs/tpp and χ
c/m
ph are captured exactly on the im-
purity site, and the momentum dependence is introduced
by two-particle diagrammatical techniques.
The interaction Hamiltonian Eq. 1 is solved by
DMFT with hybridization expansion CTQMC impurity
solver65–67. This scheme maps the original correlated lat-
tice problem into a quantum impurity embedded into a
self-consistently determined bath. The self-consistency
is achieved while the single particle Green’s functions in
imaginary time, G(τ), or in matsubara frequency, G(ω)
are identical both on the impurity and in the bath. The
interaction strength is chosen as U = 2t1 and 4t1, and
the band filling is n = 0.4, close to the nV . We can
achieve temperatures as low as T = 0.02t1 before serious
minus-sign problem occurs.
To obtain momentum-dependence in the local two-
particle vertex and correlation functions measured on the
impurity site, we make use of Bethe-Salpeter and par-
quet equations (schematically shown in Fig. 6 (a), (b)).
Parquet equations57 relate the irreducible vertex func-
tion in one interaction channel with the irreducible ver-
tex functions in other channels56,68–72. There are four
channels here: the particle-hole charge (ph-c), particle-
hole magnetic (ph-m), particle-particle singlet (pp-s) and
particle-particle triplet (pp-t). The two-particle diagram-
matical calculation scheme has been explained in detail
in Refs. 52 and 53, here we outline the main procedure.
The DMFT/CTQMC simulations provide the lattice
single-particle Green’s function G(P ) and the local,
ph-c/m two-particle correlation functions χc/mph (ω, ω
′, ν).
The ph bubble term χph0 (P,Q) (bare susceptibility
in Sec. IIIA) can be constructed as χph0 (P,Q) =
−NβG(P )G(P + Q) with N the lattice size and P ≡
(k, ω), Q ≡ (q, ν).
We extract the local irreducible vertex functions,
Γ
c/m
ph (ω, ω
′′, ν) from the Bethe-Salpeter equation (Fig. 6
(a)) on the impurity, χc/mph (ω, ω
′, ν) = χph0 (ω, ν) +
χph0 (ω, ν)
∑
ω′′ Γ
c/m
ph (ω, ω
′′, ν)χc/mph (ω
′′, ω′, ν), then use
the bubble term χph0 (P,Q) to insert the momentum
transfer q into the two-particle correlation function,
(a)
(b)
FIG. 6. (color online) (a) Bethe-Salpeter equations in the
particle-hole charge/magnetic channels. χc/mph (P, P
′, Q) are
the two-particle correlation functions and Γc/mph (P
′, P”, Q) are
the irreducible vertex functions, χph0 (P,Q) is the bare bub-
ble. (b) Parquet equation of the irreducible particle-particle
singlet vertex function, Γspp(P, P ′, Q). It is decomposed into
fully irreducible vertex Λspp and cross channel contributions
from particle-hole charge/magnetic vertex ladders Φc/mph . The
vertex ladders are products between irreducible vertex func-
tions, Γ, and two-particle correlation function, χ, in the same
channel, with the internal momentum-frequency indices inte-
grated out, but the momentum-frequency transfer Q˜ and Q¯
determined by the indices of the irreducible vertex functions
in the LHS of the equation.
χ
c/m
ph (ω, ω
′, Q = (q, ν)) =
[
[ 1Nβ
∑
P χ
ph
0 (P,Q)]
−1 −
Γ
c/m
ph (ω, ω
′, ν)
]−1.
Next we make use of the parquet equations, for the pp-
s channel, it is shown in Fig. 6 (b) (the equations in pp-t
and ph-c/m channels are given in Ref. 52): Γspp(P, P ′, Q)
is decomposed into cross channel contributions via the ph
vertex ladders Φc/mph = Γ
d/m
ph ?χ
c/m
ph ?Γ
c/m
ph , where ? repre-
sents the convolution both in momentum and frequency.
We use Γc/mph (ω, ω
′, ν) and χc/mph (ω, ω
′, Q˜) to approxi-
mate Γc/mph (P, P
′, Q) and χc/mph (P, P
′, Q˜) in the ph ladders
Φ
c/m
ph . As Q˜ = P −P ′ or P +P ′+Q, the momentum de-
6  
FIG. 7. (color online) LEVs close to the type-II vHS with
t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.1t1, n = 0.4 and U = 2t1. As tempera-
ture goes down, triplet pairing wins over the singlet pairing,
ferromagnetic instability and becomes the leading instability
of the system. The corresponding leading eigenvectors are
two-fold degenerate, one has p′x = −px − py symmetry (left
inset) and the other has p′y = −px + py symmetry (right in-
set). The regions with larger amplitude of φ(P ) are close to
the vH momenta K = (±pi/2, 0) and (0,±pi/2).
pendence in Γspp(P, P ′, Q) is achieved. Similar procedure
is employed to get Γtpp(P, P ′, Q) and Γ
c/m
ph (P, P
′, Q). One
can then iterate Γs/tpp (P, P ′, Q) and Γ
c/m
ph (P, P
′, Q) back
to Bethe-Salpeter and parquet equations to successively
generate the higher order two-particle quantities. Here
we only keep the first order results.
It is interesting to notice the inherent relation be-
tween the RPA calculation in previous section and the
DMFT+Parquet technique applied here. Parquet equa-
tion in Fig. 6 (b) will reduce to Eq. 6 if one replaces the
irreducible vertex functions Γc/mph (P, P
′, Q) with the bare
interaction U . This means the RPA results provide the
lowest order results of the interaction effect, and once
the interaction effect becomes more and more important,
i.e., the vertex functions start to have complicated struc-
ture in momentum and frequency, more advanced tech-
niques becomes necessary to provide both qualitatively
and quantitatively correct physics.
With irreducible vertex functions Γs/tpp (P, P ′, Q) ob-
tained, pairing instabilities of the system can be accessed,
one can solve the eigen-equations of the pairing matrix,
constructed by the irreducible vertex function and the
bare bubble term, in pp-s/t channels,∑
P ′
Γs/tpp (P, P
′, Q)χpp0 (P
′, Q)φ(P ′) = λφ(P ), (9)
and analyze the LEV λ and the leading eigenvector φ(P )
(note this is the advanced version of Eq. 8). As temper-
ature goes towards the transition temperature Tc, λ →
1, and the corresponding φ(P ) reveals the momentum-
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
T / t1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
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FIG. 8. (color online) LEVs close to the type-II vHS with
t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.1t1, n = 0.4 and U = 4t1. As temperature
goes down, the ferromagnetic instability becomes the sub-
leading below the leading two-fold degenerate, triplet pairing.
dependence of the gap function61,72. Similar analysis can
be performed in the ph-c/m channels.
Fig. 7 shows the LEVs obtained from DMFT+Parquet
calculations, with parameter set: t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.1t1,
U = 2t1 and band filling n = 0.4 close to nV . As temper-
ature goes down, a triplet pairing becomes favored. Such
triplet pairing has two-fold degenerate LEVs, and the
corresponding leading eigenvectors have p′x = −px − py
and p′y = −px + py symmetries, as shown in the insets
of Fig. 7. This implies that the triplet superconduct-
ing order parameter is doubly degenerate with compo-
nents p′x and p′y. In principle any linear combination
of both p-wave components is possible below Tc. How-
ever, a p + ip triplet pairing state is favored due to its
largest condensation energy63,64. Furthermore, since the
system is spin-full, either chiral or time-reversal invariant
Z2 pairing could occur. Therefore, our findings support
a possible odd-parity, topological superconducting phase
in the vicinity of the type-II vHS, induced by repulsive
interaction.
Interestingly, when the interaction strength increase,
we find the two-fold degenerate p-wave pairing is still the
leading instability. Fig. 8 show the same LEVs analysis
from DMFT+Parquet but with a slightly larger U = 4t1.
The two-fold degenerate triplet pairing is still the leading
instability of the system, and the ferromagnetic instabil-
ity wins over the singlet pairing to become sub-leading.
In principle, since there is no obvious nesting in the FS
for the parameter set we chose, triplet pairing and ferro-
magnetic instabilities will compete to be the leading one
as the interaction strength further increases.
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FIG. 9. (color online) LEVs close to the type-II vHS with
U = 2t1, t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.1t1 and filling n = 0.4. Results
are obtained from 16-site DCA simulations. As temperature
goes down, triplet pairing wins over the singlet pairing and
ferromagnetic instabilities to become the leading instability.
The corresponding leading eigenvectors are two-fold degener-
ate, one has p′x = px + py symmetry (upper inset) and the
other has p′y = −px + py symmetry (lower inset).
C. Dynamical cluster approximation
Besides RPA and DMFT+Parquet, we also apply
the DCA simulations59,60 with interaction-expansion
CTQMC58 as cluster solver, to study the superconduc-
tivity instabilities. The DCA is a cluster DMFT method
where one maps the lattice of the original system onto
a periodic cluster of size Nc = LDc (D is the dimension-
ality) embedded in a self-consistently determined bath.
Like the DMFT, the dynamical (frequency) correlations
of the system are captured exactly, and the spatial short-
ranged correlations (up to Lc) are treated explicitly while
the long-ranged correlations are taken into account at
mean-field level, the single and two-particle quantities
computed from DCA have the momentum resolution up
to 1/Lc. DCA can be viewed as a step further of the
DMFT+Parquet, once the convergence between clus-
ter and bath is achieved, one can directly compute the
two-particle vertex/correlation functions on the cluster,
these two-particle quantities acquire exact frequency- and
momentum-dependence (upto cluster size).
Although the DCA vertex/correlation functions are
more accurate, one needs to be aware that the minus-
sign problem is much severe in the cluster DCA simula-
tion than that in the single-site DMFT simulation, espe-
cially for the high doping situation close to the vH filling
nV and at strong interaction strength. The accessible
temperature and interaction range for DCA simulation is
much more restricted than those in the DMFT+Parquet,
hence one needs to analyze the results from these two
methods in a complementary manner.
Here the cluster size is Nc = 16. As shown in the
Fig. 1 (c), the Nc = 16 cluster is able to capture the
vH momenta K = (±pi/2, 0) and K = (0,±pi/2). Hence
the irreducible vertex function Γs/tpp (P, P ′, Q) is able to
represent the pairing instabilities related to the type-II
vHS. To avoid the serious minus sign problem in the large
doping region of the Hubbard model, we study the doping
n = 0.4, slightly away from nV . The interaction strength
is set as U = 2t1 for comparison purpose. We obtain
results with temperatures as low as T = 0.07t1.
We measure the two-particle correlation function in
pp pairing channels, χs/tpp (P, P ′, Q), where P ≡ (K, ω)
and Q ≡ (Q, ν) with K and Q the momentum
point on the cluster. We also use the Bethe-Salpeter
equation to extract the irreducible vertex function,
Γ
s/t
ph (P, P
′, Q), and then construct the pairing matrix
Γ
s/t
pp (P, P ′, Q)χpp0 (P
′, Q), where the particle-particle bare
bubble χpp0 (P,Q) = G(−P )G(P+Q) with G(P ) the fully
dressed single-particle Green’s function, coarse-grained
from lattice to cluster. We then perform the same analy-
sis following Eq. 9, to obtain the leading eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the pairing matrix.
The results are shown in Fig. 9. One can see that al-
though the momentum-resolution is low (K,K ′ only have
16 points), as temperature goes down, the triplet pairing
LEVs (also two-fold degenerate) dominate over the sin-
glet pairing LEVs, and there is a clear trend that the
triplet LEVs will diverge as temperature becomes even
lower. The leading eigenvectors of the two triplet pairing
LEVs, again, have the the p′x = px+py and p′y = −px+py
symmetries, as shown in the insets. At high temperature,
the ferromagnetic LEV is larger, but it is clear from the
temperature dependence that the triplet LEVs have a
diverging trend at low temperatures, whereas the ferro-
magnetic LEV only increases slowly. In fact at the lowest
temperature we can access, T = 0.07t1, the triplet LEVs
have already surpassed the ferromagnetic LEV.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Combining three different methods, RPA, large-scale
DMFT+Parquet simulations, and large-scale DCA sim-
ulations, we have investigated the superconductivity in-
stabilities and pairing symmetries in Hubbard model on
square lattice whose band structure featuring type-II
vHS. Close to the type-II vHS, we find the system process
a doubly degenerate, odd-parity, p-wave triplet pairing
state, triggered by the enhanced ferromagnetic fluctua-
tions. From weak to relatively strong U , our findings pro-
vide evidence for a odd-parity, topological (either chiral
or time-reversal invariant) p+ ip triplet superconducting
phase in this model.
Our study is potentially relevant to quasi-2D super-
conducting materials whose band structure feature type-
II vHS. One example is the recently discovered super-
conductor LaO1−xFxBiS273,74. It has layered structure,
and the px and py orbitals of Bi (constitute most of
8the FS) form a 2D square lattice. This material can
be tuned to type-II vHS by varying doping x to around
x = 0.535,75 and features a superconducting dome74 with
optimized Tc around the VH filling. Functional renor-
malization group based study on the repulsive Hubbard-
model representing the system yields odd-parity pairing
symmetry76, which is consistent with the insight gain
here. Note that in real material, due to other different
types of electron interactions77, the pairing symmetry
can be different. For another example, in the hexago-
nal systems, band-structure calculation36 shows in the
doped BC3 – a graphenelike one-atom thick material –
the type-II vHS can occur at approximately 1/8 elec-
trons per site. In the presence of repulsive interaction,
combined renormalization group and RPA studies reveal
time-reversal-invariant p + ip topological pairing states
in the system. Yet another example is the doped tran-
sition metal dichalcogenides Ir1−xPtxTe278–80, Pt doped
IrTe2 becomes superconductor, while IrTe2 itself has a
structural transition. Experimentally it is shown that
the structure transition is intimately associated with the
type-II vHS originates from the Te px + py orbitals80.
It might well be the type-II vHS in this system is also
related to the superconductivity in the doped case.
The results presented in this paper provide a general
insight, that in the presence of repulsive interaction, in
a finite doping range near the type-II vHS, odd-parity
triplet superconductivity would be favored. We demon-
strate such a insight by employing state-of-art large-scale
quantum many-body numerical techniques on a simple
and typical one-band model. As for a future direction
beyond current model-level scheme, one needs go to real
materials, such as the three systems mentioned above.
There, more realistic multi-orbital models are appropri-
ate. In such systems, it is possible to have both type-
I and type-II vHS, various pairing channels associated
with enven and odd parity will start to compete, it is
then interesting to study orbital-selective superconduct-
ing instabilities, especially in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling.
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